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ABSTRACT

An imp_,rtantcomponent of the AtmosphericRadiationMeasurement(ARM) Program
is real-timequality controlof data obtainedfrom meteorologicalinstruments, lt
is the goal of the ARM program to enhancethe predictivecapabilitiesof global
circulationmodels by incorporating them more detailed informationon the
radiativecharacteristicsof the earth'satmosphere. To this end, a number of Cloud
and RadiationTestbeds (CART's)will be built at various locationsworldwide. Each
CART will consistof an array of instrumentsdesigned to collect radiativedata.
The large amount of data obtained from these instrumentsnecessitatesreal-time
processing in order to flag outliersand possible instrumentmalfunction. The
Bayesiandynamic linear model (DLM) proves to b_ Bn effectiveway of monitoring the
time series data which each instrumentgenerates, lt providesa flexible yet
powerful approachto detecting in real-timesudden shifts in a non-stationary
multivariatetime series. An applicationof these techniquesto data arising from a
remote sensinginstrumentto be used in the CART is provided. Using real data from
a wind profiler,the abilityof the DLM to detect outliers is studied.

.ARMand the Need for SQC

Real-timestatisticalqualitycontrolof data coming from meteorological
instrumentsis a vital componentof the AtmosphericRadiationMeasurement (ARM)
program. The dynamic linear model (DLM) is a powerful tool suited to processing
large volumesof this type of data as it is collected.

The ARM Program is a long-terminvestigationinitiatedby the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) to collect and evaluatedata on radiativecharacteristicsof the
Earth's at._osphere.DOE is concernedwith the possible ramificationsof global
warming on environmentalconditionsand therefore,the appropriateresponse in
national energy policy. In order to a},sessand forecastthe effects of increasing
greenhousegases in the Earth's atmosphere,global general circulationmodels of the
atmosphereare used. lt is the purposeof ARM to increasethe predictive
capabilitiesof these models by includingin them the appropriateradiativephysics
developed from the data collectedby the ARM program. The first ARM site is
scheduledto be eperationalin Spring of 1992. lt will consist of, among other
things, a large array of meteorologicalinstruments(the so-calledCloud an_ I
RadiationTestbed,or CART) collectingvast amountsof data virtuallycontinuously.
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lt is the purpose of this paper to discussreal-time statisticalquality
controlof data coming from the instrumentsof CART. Due to the large amountsof
data that will be generatedby CART (one terabyteper day), it is imperativethat a
real-time,automatedquality control scheme be implemented, lt is apparentthat the
qualitycontrol techniques implementedin CART will be unique in two ways: the
usual statisticalqualitycontrol techniquesused in industryare not applicable
hure; in fact, the goal of maintainingthe processwithin acceptablelimits is not
relevant because the process (the atmosphere)is not under our control. Rather, the
goal is to monitor the instrumentsin real time, allowing for non-stationary
behavior,and yet providinginformationon "anomalous"behavior. Additionally,the
fact that the data arrive as a time series (univariate,vector-valued,or matrix-
valued)must be taken into account; that is, time autocorrelationsneed to be
incorporatedinto the qualitycontrol schemeto enhance its performance.

Quality controlwill be implementedat multiple points in the CART data

environment. One point will be in the conversionof Level 0 (Lh) data to Leve_ I
(L1) data. Ln data is essentially raw" data from the instrumei_ts.The
iml_lementatioi_of qualitycontrol proceduresat this point will detect spurious data
(outliers),and instrumentfailure (includingslow or sudden shifts out of
calibration). Procedureswill then flag suspectdata, provide notificationto users
or operators,and possibly rectifythe data; the resultingdata is then considered
Li data. These techniqueswill also be used in the conversionof L1 data to L_
data. This involvesthe comparisonof instrumentoutput with other'instrument_
measuring the same meteorologicalvariables,comparingoutput with computermodels
of the instrument,and correlatingthe output with similar instrumentsmeasuring
relatedvariables.

Introductionto the BaYesian DLM

_n order to assess the quality of incomingdata, a model-based approach is
necessary,and in particularthe sequentialgenerationof one-step ahead forecasts
with known distributionalproperties is needed for real-time processing. The
Bayesian dynamic linearmode] satisfiesthese requirementsand the specificmodel
used can be reasonablygeneratedby simple assumptionsabout the physical behavior
of the atmosphere (locallyconstant in time). The BayesianDLM is a state space
representationof a time series that can accommodateunivariate,vector or matrix
observations;it can model non-stationarytime series and take time autocorrelations
into account. Estimationof model parametersis done recursively(Kalman
filtering),and in the Bayesian contextcan be viewed as a forecast step made prior

to an observationbeing taken, followedby an update step made posteriorto an
observationbeing taken, lt is thus suitedto real-timeapplications.

DLM methodologyincludes that of dynamic regression,transfer functions,
seasonal time series,the non-linearDLM, noise models, and polynomialtrend models.
lt is particularlyuseful for automatedinterventionanalysis: when anomalousdata
is encountered(this is determinedvia a likelihoodratio-type test),the model can
be made 'tosignal the change, automaticallyadapt to the change, and then continue
tracking the data. More complex models are available;these are the so-called
multi-processDLM's. _fhesemodels explicitlyunite a collectionof models,each of
which has a prior probabilityof being the one generatingthe data at a given time.
The Forecast is then a weighted average of the forecastsgeneratedfrom each
individualmodel, posteriorprobabilitiesbeing the weights. The nature of the
collectionof models under considerationis determined by the types of anomalous
behavior one is interestedin modeling: outlier, sudden level change,gradual
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drift, etc. Multi-processmodels not only allow for trackingof the series itself,
but also tracking the probabilitiesof outlier_ suddenlevel changO, etc. Hence,
for qualitycontrol purposec,they prove to be highly informative._

For the purposes of this paper, the likelihoodratio-typemonitoring scheme
will be discussed. Followinga brief descriptionof the model, its applicationto
real data will be presented. The data comes from a remote sensing instrumentof
central importanceto CART--thewind profiler. A descriptionof the instrumentwill
be given along with data obtainedfrom a profiler in Colorado. Finally,the
performanceof the model on the data will be discussed.

Applicatijnof the Model to SQC

The Bayesian DLM is a state space formulationof a time series model. Thus, it
consistsof two components,the systemequation and the observationequation:

t

The notai_ionand developmentgiven here are consistentwith that of West and
Harrison'. For a more detailedview of the DLM, this text is recommeaded. The

matrixet is known as the state matrix at time t, and Yt is the observationvector
at time II. The matrices Gt and F+ are assumedknown at each time t. The matrixII_
is a random matrix assumedto hav_ a matrix normal distribution;the vector v+ is _I
randomvector assumedto have a multivariatenormaldistributionand be independent
of II+for all t. The variance-ccvariancematrix of v+ is denoted by Z, assumedto
be c6nstantover time. A conjugateprior is assumedf6r z (an inverseWishart
distribution)and its estimationis done recursivelyas each observationarrives

using standard Bayesian analysis. As observationsYt arrive,estimation of the
state matrix E)+is done via the Kalman filter. This can be viewed as an application
of Bayes theor(_m.One of the importantproducts of this model formulationis a one-
step ahead forecast. When the next observ_.tionarrives, it can be compared to the
forecastvalue and if the two are too different,an outlier can be flagged. The
actual criterionused to determinethe degree of similaritybetween the forecasted
and observedvalue is c_lled the Bayes factor; it is a likelihoodratio test to
ascertainif thc variabilityin the observationhas significantlyincreased. The
distributionof the differencebetweenthe forecastand the observationis known to
have a multivariate-Tdistribution. Hence, the criterionis

eta;le,t etR;le: )((n_.q)/2)
h_=(k q) (i+ )/(I+ )

k2nt n_

where e+ is row vector of differencesbetweenthe one-stepahead forecastand the

observation,Rt is the estimatedvariance-covariancematrix of e+, q is the number
of elements in the vector of observationsY+, n+ is degrees of freedom (the number
of observationsat time t minus I), and k i_ th_ factor by which the standard
deviationis believed to have increased,causing a potentialoutlier. The choice of
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k is not crucial;usually k in the range of 1.5 to 4 is sufficientfor most data
sets.

When h is small, this is an indicationthat an outlier has been encountered.
A flag is s_t and then the systemnoise is increasedto allow for possible
adaptationof the model to future observations. In this way, the model tracks the
series,signalspossible outliers,and then adapts to these sudden changes in the
series to continue furthertracking.

lt is necessaryto specifythe precise form of the model; that is, the
structureof the system and observationequations needs to be determined. Many of
the instrumentson CART collectdata over time with relativelyshort intervals
between each observation. For example,the wind profilerdata to be presented below
representswind velocitiescollectedat six-minute intervals. For this reason, a
locallyconstantmodel will be assumed. Thus,

et= (l*tll_t2..... _=_)

where

Y_=(Ytl Y=2..... Y=q)

Also, Ft=1 and Gt=1. Finally,

I__=((o_ _ t2....._ _)

vC=(v v ......v

In terms of the ith
componentYti of the observationvector Yt' we thus have the

state space formulation

_&ti=_ (t-l)i+(_)ti

Yti=_&ti +V ci

This simplemodel will be shown to be quite effectiveat detectingoutliers in
multivariatetime series.

Example: The Wind Profiler

CART consists of a suite of meteorologicalinstruments. The wind profiler is
consideredhere because it is one of the most difficult instrumentsin terms of
developinga data qualitycontrol scheme. A profiler is a remote sensing instrument
which uses radar to constructa verticalprofile of wind speed and wind direction in
a verticalcolumn of the atmospheredirectlyover the instrument. This column
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typically is from 5 to 15 kilometersin height. Radar pulses are sent and received
by each of three beams; two beams are tipped at an angle of 16.3 degrees from the
vertical, one to the east and one to the north. The third beam is oriented
vertically. Observationsconsist of 32 radial velocitiesequally spaced along each
beam. Each beam produces such a profile every six minutes. Using trigonometry,it

is then possibleto combine the informationin _he three beams to produce a vertical
profile of horizontalwind speed and direction.

The data from the three beams is collectedsequentially;that is, first the
east beam is activated (it takes two minutes to then constructthe profile),then
the north beam (two more minutes),then the vertical beam (two more minutes). This
cycle is then repeated. Hence, observationsare obtained from a given beam every
six minutes. For this reason, the qualitycontrol algorithmabove is appliedto
each beam separately This real-timeapproachdiffers from more traditionalafter-
the-fact,non-stochasticprofiler editing schemes._ As an exampleof such data,
Figures I through3 portray the output of the wind profiler located in Platteville,
Colorado from 10:06 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on December 16, 1990. Thus for each beam we
have 40 observations,each observationbeing a vector of 32 radial velocities.

ONwn_l IladlmlVdoo_ OlmmntedII_llml Vdolmll:l(mqm

- ,_,,. ._

Fi!g_reI Wind profilerdata: East Figure 2 Wind profilerdata:
beaml north beam

The above model was applied to this data,
o,r,,_.,v,._, reading in one observationat a time to

simulatereal-timeprocessingof profiles.

_'I)r _ The likelihoodratio-typetest (that is, the

Bayes factor ht) was computed as each profile

_il arrived. Thus, the observed profile was
comparedto the forecastedprofile using the
multivariate-TBayes factor. If an outlier

_._" was flagged, univariatetests were then

"._.._ __ performedin order to ascertainat which_-- height(s)the outliers occurred. For each
___.. height, the absolute value of the radial

velocity forecast error divided by its

Figure 3 Wind profilerdata' standarddeviation (the square root of the
correspondingdiagonal elementof the matrix

Vertic_l beam R+) was compared to 2. If the standardized
eFror was larger than two, the radial velocity

at the (:orrespondingheight was flagged. The resultingoutput was obtained:
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detected at times Correspondingheights
(multivariatetest) (univariatetests)

g 32
10 32
22 4, 8, 9, 10, 25, 27, 31, 32
23 32
31 individualtests failed to show significance
35 individualtests failed to show significance
36 31
38 individualtests failed to show significance
39 29

BEAM

detected at times Correspondingheights
(multivariatetest) (univariatetests)

21 2, 28
22 32
35 individualtests failed to show significance
38 individualtests failed to show significance
39 28

BEAM

detected at times Correspondingheights
(multivariatetest) (univariatetests)

9 32
21 32
34 individualtests failed to show significance
35 individualtests failed to show significance
38 individualtests failed to show significance
40 29

be seen by comparingthese resultswith the graphic display of the data that
each beam the model detects and correctlyflags nearly every outlier. The

superiorityof the multivariateapproach to outlierdetection used here is evident
since individualtests sometimesfail to flag outliers. However, as is often
case in multivariateanalyses,ascertainingwhich componentof the observation

is outlying can be difficult.

FOOTNOTES

Atmospheric RadiationMeasurementProgramPlan, 1990, p. 30-37.
West, Harrison,Bayesian Forecastingand Dynamic Models, 1989,

chapters 11 and 15.
Hubele, "A Multivariateand StochasticFrameworkfor StatisticalProcess

Control," 1989, p. 129-152.
Brewster, "QualityControlof Wind ProfilerData," 198g.
Wuertz, Weber, "EditingWind ProfilerMeasurements,"1989.
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CONCLUSION

The Bayesiandynamic linearmodel is powerful tool for real-time processingof
data obtainedfrom meteorologicalinstruments, lt is clear howeverthat these
techniquescan be applied to any processor productionscheme in which data is
arriving in the form of a multivariatetime series. If observationsare infrequent,
a higher order model than the one used in this paper can be used; one which might
includelinear or quadratictrends rather than assuminglocally constant trend.
There are a number of tuning parametersinvolved in the above algorithm (for
example,the scale factor k), and furtherwork needs to be done to ascerta,.'nthe
effectsof varying these parameterson the performanceof the model, lt is also
importantto check residualsduring periods of in-controlbehavior in order to
assess the assumptionsof normalityand constant variance-covariancematrix.
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